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AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 19 April 2010

1. A method for use in a computerised storage system, comprising one or more

replaceable units, for managing testing of one or more replacement units, said method

comprising the steps of:

a) identifying a replaceable unit in a storage system for replacement and switching

said storage system into a service mode;

b) switching said storage system into a test mode automatically in response to the

replacement of said replaceable unit with a replacement unit;

c) testing said replacement unit in accordance with a predetermined testing policy so

as to verify the functioning of said replacement unit; and

d) returning said storage system to an online mode if said testing of said selected

elements is successful; wherein

said testing policy comprises sending test data to said replacement unit, the level of

said test data being arranged to complement the level of user data to said replacement unit so

as to provide a predetermined level of I/O to said replacement unit.

2. A method according to claim 1 in which one or more further units from said storage

system are selected for use in combination with said replacement unit for said testing.

3. A method according to claim 2 in which said further units are selected for use in

combination with said replacement unit so as to provide a suitable input/output (I/O) path for

testing the full operational capacity of said replacement unit.

4. A method according to any preceding claim in which if no faults are detected in said

testing then said storage system is automatically returned to said online mode; and if a

predetermined level of faults are detected during said testing then said storage system is

automatically returned to said service mode.

5. A method according to any preceding claim in which said testing policy comprises

sending exclusively test data to said replacement unit.



6 . A method according to any preceding claim in which when said testing comprises

writing data to one or more data storage units, said data is written to a reserved area of said

storage unit.

7 . Apparatus for use in a computerised storage system, comprising one or more

replaceable units, for managing testing of one or more replacement units, said apparatus

being operable to:

identify a replaceable unit in a storage system for replacement and switching said

storage system into a service mode;

switch said storage system into a test mode automatically in response to the

replacement of said replaceable unit with a replacement unit;

test said replacement unit in accordance with a predetermined testing policy so as to

verify the functioning of said replacement unit; and

return said storage system to an online mode if said testing of said selected elements

is successful; wherein

said testing policy comprises sending test data to said replacement unit, the level of

said test data being arranged to complement the level of user data to said replacement unit so

as to provide a predetermined level of I/O to said replacement unit.

8. Apparatus according to claim 7 in which one or more further units from said storage

system are selected for use in combination with said replacement unit for said testing.

9. Apparatus according to claim 8 in which said further units are selected for use in

combination with said replacement unit so as to provide a suitable input/output (I/O) path for

testing the full operational capacity of said replacement unit.

10. Apparatus according to any of claims 7 to 9 in which if no faults are detected in said

testing then said storage system is automatically returned to said online mode; and if a

predetermined level of faults are detected during said testing then said storage system is

automatically returned to said service mode.



11. Apparatus according to any of claims 7 to 10 in which said testing policy comprises

sending exclusively test data to said replacement unit.

12. Apparatus according to any of claims 7 to 11 in which when said testing comprises

writing data to one or more data storage units, said data is written to a reserved area of said

storage unit.

13. A computer program comprising computer program code to, when loaded into a

computer system and executed thereon, cause said computer system to perform all the steps

of a method according to any of claims 1 to 6 .



STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19 PCT.

Claim 1 as filed has been amended to incorporate the feature of claim 6 as filed. Claim 8 as filed
has been amended to incorporate the feature of claim 13 as filed. All claims have been
correspondingly renumbered and have had their claim dependency references amended to comply
with the renumbering.
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